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3.1. Space-time diagrams of proton auroras and electron auroras 
From the records of meridian-scanning photometers, spatial distributions of 
auroral luminosity along the geomagnetic meridian were arranged as a function 
of local time, and the iso-intensity contour lines were drawn. These space-time 
diagrams of auroral luminosity give quantitative information about the dynamic 
behavior of proton auroras and electron auroras as shown by HIRASA WA and 
NAGATA (1972). Diagrams were given for Hµ and 01 5577 A emissions which are 
the typical emission lines in proton auroras and electron auroras, respectively. 
Assuming the auroral average height to be 100 km, the zenith angle is con­
verted to the horizontal distance from the zenith over the · observation point 
(Syow·a Station). This space-time diagram covers a wide range from 600 km north 
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Fig. 15. Ratio of the intensity measur d at a given zenith angle to that measured· in the zenith, for an assumed thin uniformly emitting layer. A combination of the van Rhijn effect and atmospheric ex­tinction results in an apparent enhancement of the emission wit maximum intensity at a zenith angle of about 75 ° (after EAT HER and ]ACKA, 1966). 
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to 600 km south along the geomagnetic meridian. Numerals of the iso-intensity 
contour of H.a and 01 5577 A emissions are given in units of 8 R and 100 R, 
respectively. 
Even if the actual em1ss10n is uniformly distributed, a scanning record across 
the sky shows an apparent enhancement of the emission with maximum intensity 
at a zenith angle of about 75 ° due to a combination of the van Rhijn effect 
and atmospheric extinction (EATHER and JACKA, 1966; Fig. 15). Since this ap­
parent enhancement (by a factor of approximately two) of the emission near the 
horizon is not corrected in these space-time diagrams, it is necessary to note 
that the intensity increase by a factor of two near the horizon in the diagram 
is spurious. This remark is especially necessary for interpreting the diagram of 
H.a emission, because hydrogen emissions are more uniformly distributed over the 
sky than electron excited emission lines due to a charge exchange spreading of 
proton beam (DAVIDSON, 1965). 
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Fig. 16. Space-time diagram of H.a and OJ 5577.A emissions and the simultaneous all-sky 
camera photographs on August 31, 1970. The hydrogen emissions are present on 
the equator-side of the active rayed bands of electron aurora. Numerals of the iso­
intensity contours of H.a and OJ 5577 emissions are given in units of 8 R and 
JOO R, respectively. Orientation of the all-sky camera photographs : top is the 
geomagnetic south (poleward) and left is the geomagnetic east. 
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Fig. 17. Space-time diagram of HP and 01 5577 emissions and the simultaneous all-sky camera photographs on September 2, 1970. The appearance of a westw.ard traveling surge of . the ele'ciron . 'aurora at 221'4. UT was followed· by a rapid poleward expansion of the hydrogen emission zone. Orientation of the all-sky, camera photographs: top is the geomagnetic south (poleward) and left is the geomagnetic west. 
The examples of the space-time diagrams are shown in Figs. 16 and 17. In 
Fig. 16, the HP emission zone is seen equatorward of an active rayed band of 
electron aurora. Fig. 17 is an example of the space-time diagram showing the 
appearance of a westward traveling surge of electron aurora near midnight and 
the following poleward expansion of the hydrogen emission zone. 
3.2. Location of the emission regions of proton auroras and electron auroras on 
quiet days 
Figs. 18 and 19 are examples of the space-time diagrams of HP emission and 
01 5577 emission on quiet days (Kp ::;; 2). These. diagrams show that the Hp 
emission is stationarily present from the .. evening to the morning . with the . inten­
sity of 10 to 30R. The Hp emission zone is situated near the poleward horizon 
in the evening hours and it gradually moves equatorward before midnight and 
returns poleward after midnight, whereas the intensity of Hp emission remains 
fairly constant. 
The intensity of 01 5577 emission is low (200-lOOOR), and its behavior 1s 
quite similar to that of Hp emission. This fact suggests that the greater part of 
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01 5577 emission is excited by precipitating protons. Especially, in the evening 
hours the intensity ratio l (5577 A)/l(H.a) is approximately 10, and this intensity 
ratio is in reasonable agreement with the theoretical prediction by EATHER (1967 
a), if both 01 5577 A and H.a emissions are assumed to be simultaneously excited 
by precipitating protons. Therefore, the precipitating particles in this region are 
thought to be purely protons. 
Geomagnetic latitude of Syowa Station is -66.7 ° and L=6.4, and the pole­
ward horizon of Syowa Station (i. e., 600 km south) is 72 ° lat. in geomagnetic 
coordinate and L= 10. Therefore, the location of electron aurora oval is thought 
to be beyond the view of Syowa in the evening hours of quiet days. It is rea­
sonable that proton auroras are observed in the evening hours without electron 
excited auroras. The location of the hydrogen emission zone on quiet days cor­
responds to the location of ring current protons in quiet times in the magneto­
sphere (FRANK, 1967b), suggesting that the source of proton auroras is rmg cur­
rent protons. 
If the day before a quiet day 1s disturbed, the intensity of hydrogen em1s-
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Fig. 18. Example of the space-time diagram of Hp and 01 5577 emissions in the evening 
hours on a quiet day, and the simultaneous record of geomagnetic variations. 
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Fig. 19. Example of the space-time diagram of H.s and 01 5577 emissions in the midnight 
to morning hours on a quiet day, and the simultaneous record of geomagnetic 
variations. 
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Fig. 20. Example of the space-time diagram of Hp and 01 5577 emissions on a quiet day. In contrast with the examples in Figs. 18 and 19, the previous day was disturbed (LjKP=27), and the increase in the hydrogen emission intensity in the evening hours is noticeable. 
sions in the evening hours increases considerably, though the region of the emis­
sion is confined to the same location as the examples of Figs. 18 and 19 (Fig. 
20). This fact indicates that the location of the emission zone of proton auroras 
depends on the configuration of the magnetic fields in the magnetosphere, but 
the intensity of the emissions depends on the total quantity of ring current pro­
tons which have . been injected into the trapping region during the previous 
magnetospheric substorm. 
In the midnight to morning hours, the intensity ratio 1(5577 A)/l(Hp) is about 
20 - 30, and the behavior of 01 5577 emission in the space-time diagram is 
similar to that of Hp emission (Fig. 19). Therefore, it is concluded that electron 
auroras are present superimposed on hydrogen emissions in this local-time region 
on quiet days, i. e., the emission zone of electron auroras (electron aurora oval) 
and the hydrogen emission zone overlap after midnight. 
3.3. Location of the emission regions of proton auroras and electron auroras on 
disturbed days 
On disturbed days when magnetospheric substorms develop, the behavior of 
proton auroras and electron auroras becomes quite active with rapid variations 
in both the location of the emission zone and the intensity. Fig. 21 is an example 
of the space-time diagrams of Hp emission and 01 5577 emission on a disturbed 
day. The most notable event in the Hp diagram is 1) a rapid equatorward move­
ment of the hydrogen emission zone, which started about 2000 UT with a good 
correlation with the development of a positive bay, and 2) the rapid poleward 
expansion of the shifted emission zone after the onset of a negative bay at 2228 
UT. 
Apart from the 01 5577 emission excited by precipitating protons in the 
5577 A diagram through a comparison with the Hp diagram, the active 01 5577 
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Fig. 21. Example of the H13 and OJ 5577 emissions on a disturbed day, with the simultaneous record of geomagnetic variations. 
emission excited by precipitating electrons appeared poleward of the equator­
ward-moving hydrogen emission zone, i. e., in the void of the hydrogen emission. 
The breakup event of electron aurora occurred at 2156 UT, which is character­
ized in the 5577 A diagram by a sudden increase of the intensity and the follow­
ing rapid poleward motion resulting in the auroral bulge. At this time, however, 
the hydrogen emission zone did not expand poleward and remained near the 
equatorward horizon, suggesting that the breakup event of proton aurora and 
electron aurora does not start simultaneously in the same region. The equa­
torward shifted hydrogen emission zone returned poleward at the recovery phase 
of the last negative bay. 
In the following chapter, the dynamic behavior of proton auroras and elec­
tron auroras in the course of magnetospheric substorms are studied in detail by 
using the space-time diagrams of H13 and 01 5577 emissions. 
4. Dynamic Behavior of Proton Auroras and Electron Auroras 
during the Course of Magnetospheric Substorms 
25 
The dynamic behavior of proton auroras and electron auroras during a mag­
netospheric substorm greatly depends on the local time. First, proton aurora and 
electron aurora substorms observed in the late evening hours will be investigated. 
Geomagnetic local time (GLT) of Syowa Station is about 15 min later than 
universal time (UT). 
4.1. Late evening hours (GLT 18-22 h) 
In this interval, the most characteristic behavior of proton auroras is the 
rapid eq uatorward movement of the emission zone in the growth phase of a 
magnetospheric substorm. An example is shown in Fig. 22. The zone of the 
hydrogen emission started to move equatorward at approximately 1830 UT and 
the quiet arcs appear on the pole-side of the moving hydrogen emission zone. 
The intense surges of electron aurora traveled westward along the pre-existing 
arcs at 1940, 2040 and 2104 UT, respectively. After the appearance of a travel­
ing surge, the location of quiet arcs returned poleward and then it moved equa­
torward again until the passing of a next traveling surge. The location of proton 
auroras, however, remained equatorward during the passing of a westward travel­
ing surge in the evening hours. The intensity of the hydrogen emission began 
to increase about 20 min earlier than the first appearance of a traveling surge 
at 1940 UT. 
Fig. 23 is the same example showing the equatorward movement of the hy­
drogen emission zone followed by a traveling surge of electron aurora on the 
pole-side of the hydrogen emission zone. The simultaneous records of the geo­
magnetic variations observed at the auroral-zone stations suggest that this rapid 
equatorward shift of the hydrogen zone is accompanied by the development of 
a positive bay in the evening hours. 
As a measure of the worldwide development of polar magnetic substorms, 
AU and AL indices, introduced by DAVIS and SuGIURA (1966), were calculated 
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Fig. 22. Space-time diagram of Hp and OJ 5577 emissions on August 28, 1970, with the 
simultaneous records of the geomagnetic H and Z components and the all-sky pho­
tographs. The Hp emission (proton aurora) is represented by the dotted areas, 
whereas the electron excited part in the OJ 5577 emission, i. e., the electron aurora 
is indicated by hatched areas. The unit in the iso-intensity contour is the same as 
that in Figs. 16-21. The direction of the movement of proton and electron auroras 
is indicated by arrows. The top of the all-sky camera photographs is the geomag­
netic south (poleward) and left is the geomagnetic west. 
by superimposing the H-component values from a number of auroral-zone sta­
tions. The magnetograms of ten observatories were used ; Syowa Station, Maw­
son, Abisko, Dixon, Tixie Bay, Point Barrow, College, Fort Churchill, Great 
Whale River and Narsarssauq. AL is used as a measure of the intensity of west­
ward electrojet in the midnight to early morning hours, whereas AU is used as 
a measure of eastward current in the noon to evening hours. Fig. 24 shows that 
the equatorward movement of the hydrogen emission zone which started at 2000 
UT is simultaneously accompanied by the gradual growth of AL and AU. In 
this stage, the magnitude of AU is a little larger than the magnitude of AL, 
and the magnetic records from a number of polar magnetic stations indicate the 
growth of the bimodal DP-current field (DP 2). Therefore, this stage is defined 
.as the growth phase of a magnetospheric substorm (IIJIMA and NAGATA, 1971). 
Figs. 25a, b and 26a, b show also the close correlation between the rapid 
eq uatorward movement of the hydrogen emission zone and the gradual growth 
of AL and AU. The time intervals from the beginning of the eq uatorward 
movement to the onset of the expansion phase of a magnetospheric substorm was 
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Fig. 23. Space-time diagram of H13 and OJ 5577 emissions on September 1, 1970, with the simultaneous records of the geomagnetic H-component obtained at several aurora[. zone stations. The notation in the space-time diagram is the same as that in Fig. 22. 
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Fig. 24. Space-time diagram of H13 and OJ 5577 emissions during the magnetospheric sub­storm on May 3, 1970, and the simultaneous AU and AL indices. 
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Fig. 25a. Space-time diagram of Hp and 01 5577 emissions during the magnetospheric 
substorm on September 2, 1970, and the simultaneous record of the geomagnetic 
H-component and AU and AL indices. The notation in the space-time diagram 
is the same as that in Fig. 22. 
approximately 70 and 30 min, respectively. These periods were fairly short com­
pared with the period of the event of May 3, 1970 in Fig. 24, which was about 
1 1 0 min. 
During the expansion phase of a magnetospheric substorm which is charac­
terized by a rapid increase of AL, the intense surges of electron aurora traveled 
westward on the pole-side of the hydrogen emission zone which remained near 
the eq uatorward horizon (Figs. 25a, b and 26a, b ). This feature has already been 
mentioned in the events of Figs. 22 and 23. The shifted zone of hydrogen emis-
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Fig. 26a. Space-time diagram of Hp and 01 5577 emissions during the magnetospheric 
substorm on September 3, 1970, and the simultaneous record of the geomagnetic 
H-component and AU and AL indices. The notation in the space-time diagram 
is the same as that in Fig. 22. 
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Fig. 26b. Original space-time diagram o f  Hp and 01 5577 emissions in Fig. 26a, with 
the simultaneous record of the geomagnetic H, D and Z components. 
sion returned poleward in the recovery phase of a substorm (Figs. 26a, b). 
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Summarizing these results in the late evening hours, the equatorward move­
ment of the hydrogen emission zone starts simultaneously with the onset of the 
growth phase of a magnetospheric substorm. The speed of the equatorward move­
ment is strongly dependent on the local time with a maximum value of 250 m/ 
sec at about 20 GLT (Fig. 27). Quiet arcs of electron auroras appear on the pole­
side of the equatorward-moving hydrogen emission zone, and they also continue 
to move equatorward. In the expansion phase of a substorm, the intense surges 
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Fig 27. Speed of the equatorward movement of the hydrogen emission ;;,one during the growth phase of a magnetospheric substorm as a function of the geomagnetic local time. 
of electron aurora travel westward along the pre-existing arcs. Quiet arcs move 
equatorward before the passing of a westward traveling surge and return pole­
ward after it, whereas the hydrogen emission zone remains near the equatorward 
horizon or continues to move equatorward with an increase in intensity. The 
poleward return of the hydrogen emission zone starts in the recovery phase of 
a substorm. 
The equatorward movement of the hydrogen emission zone in the growth 
phase of a substorm is also closely correlated with the development of the asym­
metric partial ring current in the evening region. This relationship is studied in 
detail in Chapter 5. 
4.2. Late evening-midnight hours (GLT 22-00h) 
The equatorward movement of the hydrogen emission zone during the growth 
phase is also observed in this local-time region, but the speed of the equatorward 
movement is slow as compared with the speed measured in the late evening 
hours (Fig. 27). At the onset of the expansion phase, one of the quiet arcs sud­
denly brightens and rapidly moves poleward and westward, resulting in the 
auroral bulge. A breakup event of the electron aurora is followed by a rapid 
poleward expansion of the hydrogen emission zone with a large increase of the 
intensity. 
An example is shown in Fig. 28. Figs. 29a, b are another example which 
shows the gradual equatorward movement of the hydrogen emission zone before 
the onset of an intense negative bay at 2235 UT and the following rapid pole­
ward expansion. The zone of hydrogen emission continued to move equatorward 
at the pre-breakup stage and resulted in a disappearance of the hydrogen emis­
sion between 2225 and 2235 UT due to the moving beyond the equatorward 
horizon of Syowa Station. After the onset of the first negative bay at 2235 UT, 
both proton aurora and electron aurora rappidly expanded poleward with a 
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Fig. 28. Space-time <!iagrams of Hr, and 01 5577 emissions on March 27, 1970, with the simultaneous record of the geomagnetic H, D and Z components. The breakup event of the electron aurora at 2148 UT was followed by the poleward expansion of the hydrogen emission. 
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sudden increase in  the intensity of  the emissions. However, a careful investigation · 
of the breakup event in the space-time diagram shows the difference in the be­
havior of Hr, emissions and 01 5577 emissions. This difference is notable during 
the second negative bay at 2248 UT. At this time, the hydrogen emission 
expanded poleward with a rapid increase in luminosity. Concerning the electron 
auroras, however, the intensity of arcs near the poleward horizon increased, 
but the definite breakup event was not seen from Syowa Station. The magnitude 
of the bay was larger in the geomagnetic Z component than in H component. 
These facts indicate that the breakup event of electron aurora was occurring 
beyond the poleward horizon. This dynamic relationship between proton auroras 
and electron auroras at the onset of a negative bay is confirmed by investigating 
the breakup event of electron aurora near the poleward horizon. 
Figs. 30a, b illustrate that the negative bays started at 2132 and 2154 UT at 
Mowson (L =9. 1 )  which is located poleward of Syowa Station (L�6.4). The onset 
of each negative bay was accompanied by a sudden brightening of electron 
aurora near the poleward horizon of Syowa Station. The movement of the hy­
drogen emission zone was eq uatorward before the onset of the first negative bay 
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Fig. 29a. Example of the space-time diagram of Hp and 01 5577 emissions at the onset'"':_of a sharp negative bay near midnight, with the simultaneous record of the geomag­netic H, D and Z components. 
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Fig. 29b. Time-variation in the intensity of Hp emissions along the geomagnetic meridian. The auroral space-time diagram in this interval is shown in Fig. 29a. The simultaneous record of the geomagnetic H-component is also illustrated (top), and the negative deviation from the quiet-time values is represented by shaded area. 
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Fig. 30a. Space-time diagram of Hfl and 01 5577 emissions on April 6, 1970, and the 
1 8  
simultaneous records of the geomagnetic H-component obtained from Syowa Sta­
tion and Mawson. The notation in the space-time diagram is the same as that 
in Fig. 22. 
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Fig. 30b. Original space-time diagram of Hfl and OJ 5577 emissions in Fig. 30a, with 
the simultaneous record of the geomagnetic H, D and Z components. 
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and was back poleward with an increase of the intensity as indicated by the 
arrows after the onset. 
Figs. 3 1a, b are also typical examples of a electron auroral breakup event 
followed by the poleward expansion of the hydrogen emission. The equatorward 
movement of the hydrogen emission zone started at approximately 2 1 15 UT with 
a gradual increase in AU and AL which suggests the development of the growth 
phase of a magnetospheric substorm. The expansion phase of a substorm started 
at 2200 UT and westward traveling surge passed by near the poleward horizon 
of Syowa Station at 2205 UT as illustrated with all-sky camera photographs. 
About 5 min after the passing of the traveling surge, the characteristic electron 
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Fig. 31b. Original space-time diagram of Hp and 01 5577 emissions in Fig. 31a, with the simultaneous record of the geomagnetic H, D and Z components. 
auroras called N-S oriented forms (MONTBRIAND, 1971) appeared and simulta­
neously the hydrogen emission zone started to move poleward with an increase 
in intensity. About 15 min after the onset of the expansion phase, the zone 
of hydrogen emission returned at the same location as that in the pre-growth 
phase. 
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A similar relationship between proton aurora and electron aurora . is found 
at the breakup event of 2215 UT on September 2, 1970 in Figs. 25a, b. The· all­
sky camera photographs during the event are shown in Fig. 32. The photographs 
illustrate that N-S oriented forms appeared about 10 min after the passing of 
the westward traveling surge and were followed by a rapid poleward movement 
of the hydrogen emission zone. Summarizing these results, the relationship 
between the leading edge of the expanding electron auroral bulge and .. the: hy-
drogen emission zone is schematically illustrated in Fig. 33. 
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Fig. 32. All-sky camera photographs showing the passing of the westward traveling surge near the pole-side horizon and the subsequent appearance of the N-S oriented segments. The auroral space-time diagram during this event is illustrated in Figs. 25a, b. 
Another example of the dynamic behavior of proton· auroras and electron 
auroras in the late evening to midnight hours during a magnetospheric substorm 
is shown in Figs. 34a, b. With the gradual growth of AU and AL after 2000UT, 
the hydrogen emission zone started to move eq uatorward from the poleward 
horizon. Electron excited arcs appeared poleward of the moving hydrogen emis­
sion zone. The breakup event of electron aurora occurred three times at 2115, 
2128 and 2140 UT. Each event was followed by the rapid poleward expansion 
of the hydrogen emission zone. After the last breakup event of electron aurora, 
the hydrogen emission zone returned to the poleward horizon, and diffuse elec­
tron auroras appeared on the equator-side of the hydrogen emission zone. The 
recovered hydrogen emission zone began to move eq uatorward again until the 
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Fig. 33. Schematic diagram show­ing the relationship be­tween the leading edge of an e_xpanding electron aurora bulge and the hydrogen emission zone in the late evening to midnight region. The dense dotted area in the emission zone of proton auroras rep resents the region of enhanced hy­drogen emission. 
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Fig. 34a. Space-time diagram of Hp and 01 5577 emissions during the geomagnetic substorm on March 18, 1970, and the simultaneous records of the , geomagnetic H and Z components, and AU and AL indices. 
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Fig. 34b. Original space-time diagram of Hp and 01 5577 emissions in Fig. 34a, with the simultaneous record of the geomagnetic H, D and Z components. 
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Fig. 35. Space-time diagram of Hp and 01 5577 emissions, with the simultaneous record of 
the geomagnetic H, D and Z components. The poleward return of the hydrogen 
emission zone is noticed after the breakup of an electron aurora at 231 S UT. 
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onset of the next expansion phase of a substorm. The poleward return of the 
hydrogen emission zone after the breakup of electron aurora is also distinctly 
shown in Fig. 35. That is, the most notable aspect of hydrogen emission behavior 
in the late evening to midnight hours is the gradual equatorward movement of 
the emission zone during the growth phase of a magnetospheric substorm and 
the rapid poleward return with an increase in the intensity during the following 
expansion phase. 
4.3. Midnight-early morning hours (GLT 00-03h) 
Concerning the auroras excited by precipitating electrons, active arcs or 
bands rarely appear from midnight to early morning, and faint diffused patches 
or rays are present equatorward of the hydrogen emission zone or superimposed 
on the diffuse hydrogen aurora. As to proton auroras, however, the intensity of 
the emission sometimes increases suddenly with a rapid poleward expansion of 
the emission zone during a gradual negative bay. Figs. 36a, b are examples of 
such an event. The rapid poleward movement of the hydrogen emission zone 
started at 0018 UT with a sudden increase in intensity. During the breakup 
event of the proton aurora, the breakup - event of the electron aurora could not 
be seen from Syowa Station, but the weak rays excited by precipitating electron 
appeared near the zenith as shown by the all-sky photographs. 
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Fig. 36b. Original space-time dia­gram of Hp and 01 5577 emissions in Fig. 36a, with the simulta­neous record of the geo­magnetic H, D and Z components. 
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The H component . of the geomagnetic variation at Syowa Station decreased 
gradually during this time, whereas a sudden decrease in the H component was 
observed at Narsarssauq, which is located in the pre-midnight region approxi­
mately 2 hours westward of Syowa Station. The onset of a sharp negative bay 
at Narsarssauq suggests that the breakup of the electron aurora occurred in this 
reg10n. 
It is concluded in Figs. 36a, b that a breakup event of proton auroras oc­
curred in the post-midnight region simultaneously with the breakup event of 
electron excited auroras in the pre-midnight region. This relationship suggests 
that the mechanism for the auroral breakup accelerates electrons into the 
atmosphere in the pre-midnight region and protons in the post-midnight 
region, respectively. 
After the last breakup event of proton auroras, the emission zone of proton 
auroras returns poleward, and diffuse patches or rays of electron auroras appear 
equatorward of the hydrogen emission zone or superimposed on the proton 
aurora. 
4.4. Early evening hours (GLT 14-18h) 
In this region, the electron auroral oval is located beyond the poleward 
horizon of Syowa Station except the period of an intense magnetic storm, where­
as the hydr�gen emission zone is situated · eq uatorward of the electron aurora 
oval. Therefore, proton auroras are observed without accompanying electron 
auroras. 
The emission zone of proton auroras moves gradually eq uatorward during 
the growth phase of a magnetospheric substorm, but the speed of the equator­
ward movement is slow as compared with that observed in the late ·evening hours 
(Fig. 27). Sometime after the onset of the expansion phase, the hydrogen emis­
sion zone expands equatorward with an increase in intensity. Fig. 37 is an example 
showing that the gradual equatorward movement of the hydrogen emission zone 
during the growth phase was followed by a rapid equatorward expansion after 
the onset of the expansion phase at 1853 UT. The expanded region of hydrogen 
emission contracted poleward toward the end of the recovery phase. The behavior 
of 01 5577 emission in the space-time diagram was quite similar to that of H/J 
emission suggesting that 01 5577 emission is excited by precipitating protons. 
Another example is shown in Fig. 38. The hydrogen emission zone expanded 
equatorward with an increase in intensity sometime after the onsets of the ex­
pansion phase at 1624 and 17 12  UT. 
As shown in Figs 37 and 38, the development of the hydrogen emission has 
a good correlation with the development of a positive bay at Syowa Station. 
This fact suggests that the hydrogen emissions are closely related to the east­
ward electrojet. By using the magnetograms of Leirvogur, the conjugate station 
of Syowa, . this · relationship is studied further in detail. The sudden increase of 
AL at 1634 UT in Figs. 39a, b indicates the onset of the expansion phase of a 
substorm, and the preceding gradual development of AL and AU indicates the 
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growth phase. The equatorward movement of the hydrogen emission zone with 
an increase of the intensity progressed during the expansion phase with a good 
correlation with a positive variation in H component at Syowa Station. The 
rapid increase in the intensity of hydrogen emission started at 1735 UT, namely 
about 1 hour after the onset of the expansion phase, and it was accompanied by 
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Fig. 39b. Original space-time diagram of Hp and OJ 5577 emissions in Fig. 39a, with 
the simultaneous record of the geomagnetic H, D and Z components. 
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a large positive bay suggesting the development of the eastward electrojet. How­
ever, the H component of Leirvogur started to increase at 1500 UT, about 90 min 
before the onset of the expansion phase. The magnitude of the positive varia­
tion in H component at Leirvogur is much larger than that of Syowa Station. 
This large asymmetry of H variation at the conjugate-pair stations is inter­
preted as implying that the positive variation of H component at Leirvogur be­
fore the development of an eastward electrojet is due to the intense bimodal 
DP-current (DP 2), whose magnitude shows a strong seasonal dependence, i. e., 
the magnitude in the summer hemisphere is a few times that in the winter hemi­
sphere (lrJIMA and NAGATA, 1971). In the event of May 1 4, 1970 in Figs. 39a, 
b, the positive H variation at Syowa Station in the winter hemisphere is thought 
to be mostly due to the eastward electrojet. A good correlation between hydrogen 
emissions and positive variation of geomagnetic H component suggests that the 
proton aurora is closely related to the generation of the eastward electrojet. 
This problem will be investigated in detail in Chapter 5. 
5. Relationship between Proton Auroras, Positive Bays, Asymmetric 
Partial Ring Current and ULF Emissions in the Evening Hours 
43 
5.1. Relationship between proton auroras, high-latitude positive bays and asymmetric 
partial ring current in the evening hours 
In this section, the simultaneous development of both proton auroras and 
positive bays in the .evening hours :during the co.urse of a magnetospheric substorm 
is shown to be closely related to the development of an asymmetric partial ring 
current. 
To measure the development of the ring current in the magnetosphere, the 
Dst-indices are usually used. The Dst is an average low-latitude geomagnetic 
disturbance field due to the ring current with respect to the geomagnetic dipole 
axis. However, the ring current is often thought to be asymmetric (AKASOFU and 
CHAPMAN, 1964 ; CUMMINGS et al., 1968 ; FRANK, 1970). The DR-indices, introduced 
by KAMIDE and FUKUSHIMA (1971), are useful as a measure of the asymmetric 
partial ring current. These indices are derived from the geomagnetic H-compo­
nent values at a number of stations of geomagnetic latitude 20°-40° distributed 
almost equally in longitude. DRS is the magnetic perturbation produced by a 
circular ring current at the equator on the earth's surface, whereas DRP is the 
magnetic perturbation produced by the westward partial ring current with a 
longitudinal width W centered at the local time T. 
Using these DR-indices, we shall first study the relationship between proton 
auroras, positive bays and the asymmetric partial ring current during the expan­
sion phase of a substorm. Fig. 40 is an example showing that the equatorward 
expansion of the hydrogen emission zone is closely correlated with the develop­
ment of the positive bay and the asymmetric partial ring current, which are 
represented by AU- and DRP- indices, respectively. The development of the 
asymmetric partial ring current started at approximately 1825 UT with a gradual 
expansion of the hydrogen emission zone. The partial ring current intensity 
increased after the onset of the expansion phase at I855UT, simultaneously with 
a rapid equatorward expansion of the emission zone. 'I'he center of the partial 
ring current simultaneously shifted westward from 18 h to 14 h GLT. On the other 
hand, the symmetric ring current intensity represented by DRS indices remained 
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Fig. 40. Space-time diagram of Hp emission on September 24, 1970, with the simultaneous records of the geomag­netic H and Z components, and AE, Dst and DR indices. DRS represents a symmetric ring · current intensity, while DRP index represents the intensity of an asymmetric partial ring current centered at local time T. 
almost unchanged during this period. These facts suggest that the trapped pro­
tons, which have been injected into the trapping region on the midnight side at 
the expansion phase of a substorm, drift westward in the magnetosphere, pro­
ducing the asymmetric partial ring current in the evening hours, and the protons 
precipitate into the ionosphere to excite the hydrogen emissions. That is, the 
source of the proton aurora in the evening hours during a magnetospheric substorm 
is thought to be the partial ring current protons. 
Fig. 4 1  also illustrates how, after the onset of the expansion phase at 2150 
UT, the intensity of the symmetric ring current (DRS) decreased while the asym­
metric partial ring current (DRP) developed. 
A close correlation between the proton aurora and the positive bay in Fig. 
40 indicates that the positive bay is related to the increase in the ionospheric 
conductivity due to the proton precipitation. When the proton aurora shifts 
equatorward over the zenith at about 1910 UT, the deviation of the geomagnetic 
Z-component from the quiet-time values changes from minus to plus, suggesting 
that the positive bay in the evening hours is due to an eastward electrojet 
which flows in the zone of the hydrogen emission. 
A definite correlation between proton auroras, positive bays and the asymmetric 
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Fig. 41. Space-time diagram of Hp emission on May 3, 1970, with the simulta­neous records of the geomagnetic H and Z components, and AE, Dst and DR indices. 
partial ring current is also observed during the growth phase of a magnetospheric 
substorm. Fig. 4 1  shows that a rapid equatorward movement of the hydrogen 
emission zone during the growth phase before 2150 UT was accompanied by a 
large increase in both the symmetric ring current (DRS) and the asymmetric 
partial ring current (DRP). Since the source of proton auroras in the evening 
hours is thought to be ring current protons, the equatorward movement of the 
hydrogen emission zone corresponds to the earthward movement of the ring 
current protons in the magnetosphere. The marked correlation between the 
development of the ring current and the equatorward shift of the hydrogen 
emission zone is explained by the intensification of the ring current due to the 
rapid earthward drift of the ring current protons. The center of the partial ring 
current during the growth phase is located at the late evening region where the 
speed of the equatorward shift of the hydrogen emission zone is greatest. This 
fact suggests that the asymmetric partial ring current during the growth phase 
of a substorm is produced efficiently due to the very rapid earthward drift of 
the ring current protons in the late evening hours. 
The positive variation of the geomagnetic H-component in the evening region 
during the growth phase of a magnetospheric substorm is thought to be due to 
the development of the bimodal DP current (hJIMA and NAGATA, 197 1). However, 
the precipitation of the ring current protons to the ionosphere results in an 
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increase of the ionospheric conductivity, producing a modification of the bimodal 
DP current. When the hydrogen emission zone moves equatorward over the 
zenith at about 2018 UT during the growth phase, the deviation of the geomag­
netic Z-component from the quiet-time values, LIZ, changes from minus to plus 
(Fig. 41), suggesting again that the eastward concentrated current flows in the 
hydrogen emission zone. 
Fig. 42 is another example showing that the rapid eq uatorward movement 
of the hydrogen emission zone during the growth phase is accompanied by a 
development of the asymmetric partial ring current whose center is located in 
the late evening hours. 
In the event of September 3, 1970 shown in Fig. 43, the time interval from 
the beginning of the eq uatorward shift of the hydrogen emission zone to the 
onset of the expansion phase at 2056 UT is short, and the relationship between 
the equatorward shift and the development of the ring current is obscure during 
the growth phase. In the expansion phase, however, it is noticeable that . the 
eq uatorward movement of the hydrogen emission zone with increasing em1ss1on 
intensity is closely related to a development of the partial ring current, and the 
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Fig. 42. Space-time diagram of H13 and 01 5577 emissions on September 1 
1970, with the simultaneous records of the geomagnetic H component 
obtained from several auroral-zone station, and Dst and DR indices. 
The notation in the space-time diagram is the same as that in Fig. 
22. 
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Fig. 43. Space-time diagram of Hp and 01 5577 emissions on September 3, 1970, with the simultaneous records of the geomagnetic H and Z components, and AE, Dst and DR indices. The notation in the auroral space-time diagram is the same as that in Fig. 22. 
poleward movement of the emission zone is accompanied by a decrease in the 
intensity of the partial ring current. 
The relationship between proton auroras, positive bays and the asymmetric 
partial ring current during a course of a magnetospheric substorm are summarized 
as follows. In the growth phase, the rapid equatorward moverpent of the hydrogen 
emission zone is accompanied by an increase in the intensity, of both the sym­
metric ring current and the asymmetric partial ring current. · The center of the 
partial ring current is located at the late evening region where the equatorward 
shift of the emission zone is greatest. During the expansion phase, however, the 
partial ring current greatly develops in the evening hours without an accompany­
ing growth of the symmetric ring current. The development of the partial ring 
current is closely correlated with the equatorward expansion . of the hydrogen 
emission zone and with an intense enhancement of the luminosity. The relation­
ship between the movement of the hydrogen emission zone and the variation of 
the geomagnetic Z-component is such that when the emission zone moves over 
the zenith from the poleside, LIZ (the deviation from the quiet-time values) changes 
from minus to plus, and vice versa. This relationship suggests that the eastward 
concentrated current is present in the hydrogen emission zone, not only in the 
expansion phase but also in the growth phase of a substorm. 
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5.2. Relationship between proton auroras, cosmic noise absorption and ULF emissions 
(IPDP) in the evening hours 
IPDP events are a particular type of geomagnetic micropulsations with rising 
mid-frequencies, observed in the evening hours during positive hays. This event 
is thought to be generated by the ion cyclotron resonance mechanism (HEACOCK, 
1967 ; McPHERRON et al., 1968 ; FuKUNISHI, 1969 ; GuLYEL1 MI et al., 1970 ; GENDRIN, 
1970). FuKUNISHI (1969) suggested that ring current protons impulsively injected 
into the trapping region near midnight at the onset of the expansion phase of a 
magnetospheric substorm drift westward, exciting IPDP events. The rising of the 
mid-frequency of IPDP was explained by the earlier arrival of higher-energy 
protons followed by lower-energy protons over a given recording site ; the pulsa­
tion frequency varies with energy in the proportion f-....,1/Et If the IPDP events 
are generated by the ion cyclotron resonance mechanism, the excited ion cyclotron 
waves will cause a pitch-angle diffusion loss of protons from the magnetosphere 
into the ionosphere. Therefore, the appearance of the proton aurora is expected 
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Fig. 44. Example of the relation, ship between proton au­rora, IPDf event, cosmic noise absorption and positive bay in the early evening hours. Top: space-time diagram of Hp emission; middle: sonagram of the geomag­netic micropulsation and record of 30 MHz cos­mic noise absorption; bot0 tom: records of the geo­magnetic H component obtained from Syowa Station in the evening region and Tixie near midnight. 
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during the IPDP event. Figs. 44 and 45 are examples showing a good correla­
tion of the proton auroras and the IPDP events. 
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Fig. 47. Example of /PDP events accompanied by intense cosmic noise absorption. 
However, proton auroras appear fairly steadily from the evening to the morn­
ing, whereas the occurrences of the IPDP events are concentrated in the early 
evening hours (Fig. 46). Furthermore, large cosmic noise absorption is observed 
during the IPDP events (Figs. 44 and 47), but proton auroras are seldam accom­
panied by cosmic noise absorption when the IPDP events are not observed. 
These facts indicate that IPDP events are generated by high energy ring 
current protons, whereas proton auroras without IPDP events are generated by 
low energy ring current protons. The concentration of the occurrences of IPDP 
events in the early evening hours implies that the high energy ring current 
protons injected near midnight drift westward and first impinge upon the iono­
sphere in the early evening region, exciting the ion cyclotron waves. That is, 
the above observational fact suggests a coupling between high energy ring current 
protons and the bulge of the plasmasphere as indicated by HEACOCK (1971). 
During the IPDP events, positive bays develop, suggesting that the high­
.latitude positive bays in the evening hours are closely related to the proton 
precipitation into the ionosphere (Figs. 44 and 45). 
6. Summary of Proton Aurora and Electron Aurora Substorms 
6.1. Quiet phase 
5 1  
Features of proton auroras and electron auroras during quiet times without 
a magnetospheric substorm are first summarized. 
I) A diffuse proto_n aurora is present and stationary from the evening to the 
morning with a fairly constant luminosity (H,s emission of 10-30 R). The zone of 
proton aurora emission is situated near tne poleward horizon of Syowa Station 
(L = 10) in the evening hours, and it gradually moves equatorward before midnight, 
almost reaching the zenith (L =6.4) at midnight. After midnight, the emission 
zone gradually returns poleward. This emission zone of the diffuse proton aurora 
is called as 'proton aurora belt'. 
2) If the day before a quiet day is disturbed, the luminosity of proton 
auroras in the evening region increases considerably, though the proton aurora 
belt is still situated at the same location. 
3) In the evening to midnight region, electron auroras are absent m the 
proton aurora belt. The electron aurora oval is thought to be located on the 
poleside of the proton aurora belt. 
4) After midnight, proton auroras are accompanied by diffuse electron 
auroras (diffuse glows and patches), i. e., the proton auro�a belt and the electron 
aurora oval overlap. 
6.2. Growth phase of magnetospheric substorm 
The growth phase of a magnetospheric substorm is defined by a gradual 
increase in the magnetic fielq intensity in the distant tail and a simultaneous 
decrease at the ATS level, {isually after the southward turning of , the inter­
planetary magnetic field (FAIRFIELD and NEss, 1970; AUBRY and McPHERRON, 
197 1 ; RussELL et al., 197 1 ; MENG et al., 197 1 ; IIJIMA, 1972). On the earth's surface, 
the growth phase is characterized by an enhancement of the bimodal DP-field 
in the polar region (IIJIMA et al., 1968 ; IIJIMA and NAGATA, 1970, 197 1 ;  KOKUBUN, 
1971 ; M1sHIN and GRAFE, 197 1). 
The dynamic behavior of proton auroras and electron auroras during the 
growth phase is summarized in the space-time diagrams in the Fig. 48. From 
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these space-time diagrams, the worldwide development of the proton aurora and 
electron aurora substorms is schematically illustrated in Fig. 49. 
I) The emission zone of proton auroras moves equatorward with a fairly 
constant luminosity during the course of the growth phase. The speed of the 
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Fig. 49. Schematic diagrams showing the development of proton and elec­tron aurora substorms. T=O is the onset of the expansion phase. The notation is the same as that in Fig. 48. 
equatorward movement strongly depends on the geomagnetic local time with a 
maximum value of 250 m/sec in the late evening hours (Fig. 27). 
2) In the evening to midnight hours, quiet arcs of electron auroras appear 
on the poleside of the equatorward-shifting proton aurora belt and continue to 
move eq uatorward. 
3) In association with the equatorward shift of proton aurora belt, the ring 
current develops. The development of the ring current during the growth phase 
is characterized by a simultaneous growth of both the symmetric ring current 
and the asymmetric partial ring current. The center · of the partial ring current 
is located at the late evening region and coincides with the region where the 
speed of the equatorward shift of the proton auroral emission zone is maximum. 
4) The equatorward shift of the emission zone is also related to a positive 
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deviation in the geomagnetic H component in the evening hours, i. e., the high­
latitude positive bay. When the emission zone of proton auroras moves equator­
ward over the zenith during the positive bay, the deviation of the geomagnetic 
Z-component from the quiet time values changes from minus to plus (in the 
southern hemisphere), suggesting the concentration of the eastward current in the 
em1ss10n zone. 
6.3. Expansion phase of magnetospheric substorm 
The onset of the expansion phase is indicated by a sudden brightening of 
one of the quiet arcs (electron auroras) near midnight, which is immediately 
followed by a rapid poleward motion resulting in the auroral bulge (Akasofu 
substorm T=O). The time T= O also corresponds to the time of a sharp increase 
of AL which denotes the onset of an intense negative bay in the electron aurora 
bulge (AKASOFU, 1964). The dynamic behavior patterns of proton auroras and 
electron auroras in the expansion phase are summarized in Figs. 48 and 49. That 
IS ; 
1) The quiet arcs suddenly brighten in the pre-midnight region at the onset 
of the expansion phase, and the auroral bulge of electron auroras rapidly 
expands poleward and westward. Proton auroras are absent in the region of 
the breakup-type electron auroras. 
2) On the other hand, in the post-midnight region, the proton auroras sud­
denly brighten at the onset of the expansion phase, and the emission zone of 
proton auroras rapidly expands poleward and probably also eastward. In the 
region where the proton auroral breakup occurs, breakup-type electron auroras 
are not observed, but only the weak rayed auroras excited by precipitating elec­
trons appear. 
3) The N-S oriented segments appear in the region swept by the leading 
edge of the expanding electron aurora bulge. Simultaneously with the appearance 
of the N-S segments, the equatorward-shifted proton aurora belt rapidly recedes 
poleward with the increase in luminosity (Fig. 33). 
4) After the passing of the breakup-type proton auroras in the post-midnight 
region, the proton aurora belt recedes poleward, and diffuse patches or rays of 
electron auroras appear equatorward of the proton aurora belt or superimposed 
on the proton aurora. These diffuse-type electron auroras move eastward and 
eq uatoward. 
5) In the evening region, the westward traveling surge travels on the poleside 
of the proton aurora belt along the pre-existing electron auroral arcs without a 
large poleward expansion of electron aurora bulge. The first appearance of the 
traveling surge in the late evening region (GLT 18-22h) is approximately 10-30 
min after the onset of the expansion phase. The traveling surges are usually 
observed several times during the expansion phase. The electron auroral arcs 
move equatorward before the passing of each traveling surge and return pole­
ward after the passing, whereas the eq uatorward-shifted emission zone of proton 
auroras does not return poleward during the expansion phase. 
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6) The emission zone of proton auroras in the evening region expands 
equatorward with a large increase in luminosity after the onset of the expansion 
phase. The latitudinal width of the expanding proton aurora belt becomes wider 
in the earlier local time region, suggesting the earthward diffusion of the westward­
drifting ring current protons. 
7) In association with the equatorward expansion of the proton aurora belt, 
an asymmetric partial ring current develops. The center of the partial ring cur­
rent is situated in the region where the eq uatorward expansion of the proton 
aurora belt with a luminosity enhancement is maximum, and it moves from the 
late evening to the early evening region during the course of the expansion 
phase. 
8) The equatorward expansion of the proton aurora belt is also related to 
a high-latitude positive H bay in the evening hours. When the emission zone of 
proton auroras moves equatorward over the zenith, the deviation of the Z com­
ponent from the quiet time values changes from minus to plus (in the southern 
hemisphere), suggesting again the eastward concentrated current in the hydrogen 
emission zone. 
9) The occurrences of ULF emissions (IPDP) in the early evening hours 
after the onset of the expansion phase are simultaneously accompanied by the 
appearance of proton auroras and cosmic noise absorption. 
6.4. Recovery phase of magnetospheric substorm 
The beginning of the recovery phase is defined by a decay of both the west­
ward electro jet and the enhanced bimodal DP current. The behaviors of proton 
auroras and electron auroras in the recovery phase are summarized as follows 
( cf. Figs. 48 and 49) : 
1) The poleward and westward expansion of the electron aurora bulge stops 
in the evening to midnight region. 
2) The equatorward-shifted and expanded emission zone of proton auroras 
in the evening region contracts poleward. 
3) Near midnight the poleward recovery of the equatorward-shifted proton 
aurora belt occurs during the expansion phase. In  the recovery phase, the diffuse 
patches and rays of electron auroras appear superimposed on the poleward­
recovered proton aurora belt or equatorward of it in the midnight to morning 
reg10n. 
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7. Discussions 
7.1. Proton and electron precipitation patterns and the source regions in the 
magnetosphere 
In the studies of the source regions of proton auroras and electron auroras in 
the magnetosphere, auroras have been classified into two types. One is the breakup­
type aurora which is characterized by a rapid poleward motion with a sudden 
brightening, and the other is the diffuse-type aurora which is characterized by a 
gradual equatorward movement and a less variation in luminosity. In electron 
excited auroras, the breakup-type auroras are usually seen as arcs or bands, 
while the diffuse-type auroras are usually seen as diffuse glow, patches and rays. 
In proton auroras, the diffuse type auroras are observed as the E-W oriented 
broad diffuse band, but the forms of the breakup-type proton auroras are un­
known, because proton auroras of this type usually appear superimposed on the 
diffuse type electron auroras in the post-midnight region, and the luminosity is 
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Breakup-type E l ectron Aurora 
Fig. 50. Schematic diagrams showing the relationship of the locations between breakup-type 
and diffuse-type auroras. 
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lower than the luminosity of the diffuse-type electron auroras (Section 4. 3.). 
The relationship between the locations of these breakup-type and diffuse-type 
auroras is schematically illustrated in Fig. 50. In the evening to midnight region, 
the breakup-type electron auroras (arcs or bands) appear on the poleside of the 
diffuse-type proton aurora, whereas the breakup-type proton auroras are located 
on the poleside of the diffuse-type electron auroras in the midnight to morning 
region. These auroral precipitation patterns in the evening to midnight region co­
incide with the earlier results of several workers, i. e., proton auroras are located 
equatorward of electron auroras before midnight (YEVLASHIN, 1963 ; EATHER and 
SANDFORD, 1966 ; WIENS and VALLANCE JONES, 1969 ; REES and BENEDICT, 1970 ; 
MONTBRIAND, 1971). For the midnight to morning region, however, STROFFREGEN 
and DERBLOM (1962), DERBLOM (1968), and WIENS and VALLANCE joNEs - (1969) 
advocated the crossover of the precipitation regions of proton auroras and elec­
tron auroras, while EATHER and SANDFORD (1966), REES .and BENEDICT (1 970), and 
EATHER and MENDE (1971) showed there was an overlap of both the emission 
zones. This disagreement is thought to result from the fact that the former 
workers did not distinguish between the breakup-type proton auroras and the 
diffuse-type proton auroras due to the low time-resolution of their instruments 
for proton aurora observation. In the quiet times or during the growth phase 
of a magnetospheric substorm, diffuse-type proton auroras remain stable with a 
fairly constant luminosity from the evening to the morning region, and breakup­
type proton auroras are absent (Section 3. 2.). That is, diffuse-type proton auroras 
are superimposed on diffuse-type electron auroras after midnight, and an overlap 
of both emission zones is observed. However, during the expansion phase 
of a substorm, breakup-type proton auroras expand poleward with a large 
enhancement of luminosity, while the diffuse-type electron auroras move equa­
torward (Section 4. 3.). That is, a cross-over is observed after midnight, with 
the breakup-type proton aurora located poleward of the diffuse-type electron 
aurora. 
The auroral precipitation patterns shown in Fig. 50 agree well with the results 
of the local-time survey of the low-energy proton and electron intensities with a 
low-altitude polar-orbiting satellite Injun 5 by FRANK and ACKERSON (1971  b). 
They showed that in the evening to midnight region, inverted 'V' electron 
precipitation bands are present poleward of the diffuse proton precipitation zone, 
whereas in the midnight to morning region, well-defined bands of relatively high 
proton intensities are located poleward of the diffuse electron precipitation zone, 
and these diffuse proton and electron precipitation zones are separated from the 
inverted 'V' electron precipitation bands and the well-defined proton precipita­
tion bands by the trapping boundary for more energetic electron intensities, E> 
45 kev. The diffuse proton and electron precipitation zones which are located 
equatorward of the trapping boundary seem to correspond to the emission zones 
of diffuse-type proton auroras and electron auroras. On the other hand, the 
inverted 'V' electron precipitation bands which appear poleward of the trapping 
boundary in the evening to midnight region will correspond to the breakup-type 
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electron auroras (arcs or bands) as indicated by ACKERSON and FRANK (1972). 
The well-defined proton precipitation bands observed on the poleside of the trap­
ping boundary in the midnight to morning region are supposed to correspond to 
the breakup-type proton auroras. 
FRANK and ACKERSON (1971 b) interpreted these diffuse electron and proton 
precipitation zones as the signature to the injection of plasma sheet electrons and 
protons into the trapping region near midnight and their subsequent eastward 
and westward drifts accompanied by energization and dissipation into the atmos­
phere. EATHER and CAROVILLANO (1971) also suggested that the source of the 
diffuse-type proton auroras is the trapped ring current protons because the ring 
current protons in the magnetosphere observed by FRANK (1967 b) occupy the 
interval in L corresponding to the latitudinal extent of the proton aurora. The 
good correlation between the growth in proton aurora intensities and the develop­
ment of the asymmetric partial ring current (Section 5. 1.) confirms the sugges­
tion that they are the source of the diffuse-type proton aurora. 
As a source region of the inverted 'V' electron precipitation bands located 
poleward of the trapping boundary, FRANK and ACKERSON (1971 a) proposed the 
plasma sheet because the energy spectra of electrons in the inverted 'V' precipi­
tation bands are similar to those in the plasma sheet near the magnetic equator 
observed by FRANK (1967 a). The same idea was also suggested by CHASE (1969) 
and HONES et al. (1971 a). On the other hand, ACKERSON and FRANK (1972) in­
dicated that the source region of the inverted 'V' electron precipitation bands is 
the magnetosheath. 
In the intense breakup-type electron auroras (bright arcs), the spectrum of 
precipitating electrons shows the near-monoenergetic nature with a pronounced 
peak in the kev range (ALBERT, 1967 ; EVANS, 1968 ; WESTERLUND, 1969). Moreover, 
the pitch-angle distribution of these precipitating electrons is highly peaked along 
the geomagnetic field lines (HOFFMAN and EvANs, 1968 ; VoNDRACK et al., 1971 ; 
WHALEN and McDIARMID, 1972 ; ACKERSON and FRANK, 1972). These facts are 
interpreted as the signature of the acceleration of plasma-sheet or magnetosheath 
electrons into the earth's atmosphere due to the upward electric field along the 
geomagnetic field lines. 
As to the spectrum of the precipitating protons which seem to excite the 
breakup-type proton aurora, Rt.ME and BOSQUED (1971) observed a similar highly 
anisotropic pitch-angle distribution peaked near 0 ° (Fig. 51). They found that the 
intense proton fluxes with a pronounced anisotropic pitch-angle distribution along 
the geomagnetic field lines were accompanied by the increase of high-energy 
electron fluxes of 5-30 kev and the decrease of low-energy electron fluxes of 0. 5 
-5 kev. REME and BosQUED (1971) explained this result in terms of the down­
ward electric field parallel to the geomagnetic field lines. That is, a potential 
difference along the geomagnetic field lines accelerates protons into the atmos­
phere with a subsequent anisotropic pitch-angle distribution, but this potential 
barrier repels or slows down precipitating electrons (Fig. 52). 
Summarizing the above discussion, it is supposed that the breakup-type pro-
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ton and electron auroras are excited by plasma-sheet or magnetosheath protons 
and electrons which are accelerated towards the atmosphere d U:e to the downward 
and upward electric fields parallel to the geomagnetic field lines. The breakup-
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Fig. 52. Effect of the potential difference along the geomagnetic field lines on precipitating electrons and pro­tons. Assuming that a potential difference V is present in the height interval from Z1 to Z2 and q is the particle charge, electrons with energy less than q V are repelled by this potential barrier, but protons are accelerated and gain the energy of qV. 
type electron auroras and proton auroras appear in the pre-midnight and post­
midnight regions, respectively. Moreover, proton auroras are absent in the emis­
sion region of breakup-type electron auroras, while breakup-type electron auroras 
are absent in the emission region of breakup-type proton auroras (Sections 4. 2., 
4. 3.). These facts suggest that the direction of the parallel electric field is upward 
in the pre-midnight region so as to accelerate electrons into the atmosphere, 
Table 4. 
Electron aurora 
Proton aurora 
Relationship between the auroral precipitation their source regions in the magnetosphere. patterns and 
I Type of aurora I Longitudinal location 
Breakup-type Evening-(Arc and band) midnight 
Diffuse-type Midnight-(Diffuse glow, morning patch and ray) 
I 
Midnight-Breakup-type 
I 
morning 
Diffuse-type Evening-(Diffuse band) morning 
Latitudinal location 
Poleside of the trapping boundary 
Equatorside of the trapping boundary 
Poleside of the trapping boundary 
Equatorside of the trapping boundary 
I Source in the magnetosphere 
Plasma sheet electrons 
Trapped electrons 
Plasma sheet protons 
Ring current protons 
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whereas the electric field is downward in the post-midnight region and results in 
the acceleration of protons. A generation mechanism of the breakup-type proton 
auroras and electron auroras is further discussed in Section 7. 3. The relationship. 
between the auroral precipitation patterns and their source regions in the magne­
tosphere is summarized in Table 4. 
7.2. Equatorward movement of the proton auroral precipitation belt during the 
growth phase of a magnetospheric substorm and its relationship with the 
magnetospheric convection 
The diffuse-type proton aurora (proton aurora belt) and the breakup-type 
electron aurora (quiet arcs) lying poleward of it continue to move equatorward 
during the growth phase of a magnetospheric substorm (Section 4.1.). Sources of 
the diffuse-type proton aurora and the breakup-type electron aurora have been sug­
gested to be the ring current protons and plasma sheet electrons in Section 7.1. 
Therefore, equatorward shifts of the diffuse-type proton aurora and the breakup­
type electron aurora indicate earthward movement of the ring current and the 
plasma sheet. Since the trapping boundary for energetic electrons, E>45 kev is 
thought to be present between the diffuse-type proton aurora and the breakup­
type electron aurora, these equatorward motions also indicate the contraction of 
the closed field-line region and the expansion of the polar cap region whose field 
lines extend into the tail. This feature will reflect the change in the tail field 
configuration due to the flux transport from the dayside magnetopause to the 
tail, suggested by AUBRY et al. (1970), FAIRFIELD and NEss (1970), AUBRY and 
McPHERRON (1971), MENG et al. (1971) and McPHERRON et al. (1972). The lumi­
nosity of breakup-type electron auroras fluctuates rapidly during the growth phase, 
whereas diffuse-type proton auroras are present with fairly constant intensities. 
Therefore, the diffuse-type proton aurora is useful as a probe of the magneto­
spheric convection. ·  
The speed of the equatorward movement of the proton aurora belt during 
the growth phase is 100-250 m/sec with a maximum value in the late evening 
region. The corresponding speed of the earthward motion on the equatorial 
plane in the magnetosphere is 4-10 km/sec at L,..._,6, and the magnitude of the 
dawn-dusk electric field driving the earthward movement is approximately 0. 5-
1. 2 m V /m. This drifting speed of the magnetospheric plasma and the magnitude 
of the corresponding dawn-dusk electric field is comparable to the values estimated 
by previous workers, i. e., 12 km/sec and O. 24 mV /m at L=6- IO (VAsYLIUNAS, 1968), 
5. 5 km/sec and 0. 6 mV/m at L=6-9. 7 (SCHIELD and FRANK, 1970), and 3 km/sec 
and 0. 36 m V /m at L = 6. 6 (SHELLEY et al., 1971). The large earthward displace­
ment of the ring current protons results in the intensification of the ring current 
due to the betatron and Fermi acceleration processes (AXFORD, 1969 ; WOLF, 1970 ; 
SWIFT, 1971). If the equatorward movement of aurora with a speed of 250 m/sec, 
which is a typical value in the late evening hours, lasts for 1 hour during the 
growth phase, the total displacement of the proton aurora belt is approximately 
8° in latitude. By mapping on to the equatorial plane through the FAIRFIELD 
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(1968) model of the magnetic field, this equatorward movement corresponds to 
the earthward approach of the ring current protons from L= IO to L=5, resulting 
in the energization of protons . The original energy of the ring current protons 
increases approximately sevenfold as they are shifted inward. The energization 
of the ring current protons through the earthward movement explains a close 
correlation between the growth of the ring current and the eq uatorward move­
ment of the proton aurora belt (Figs . 4 1  and 42). In particular the asymmetric 
growth of the ring current during the growth phase can be explained by this 
mechanism because the center of the growing asymmetric partial ring current is 
in the region where the speed of the eq uatorward movement is maximum. 
During the growth phase of a substorm, the equatorward movement of the 
proton aurora belt and the development of the asymmetric partial ring current 
in the evening region are accompanied by the growth of a positive H bay. When 
the proton aurora belt moves equatorward over the zenith, the deviation of the 
geomagnetic Z-component from the quiet time values changes from minus to plus 
(in the southern hemisphere), suggesting the concentration of eastward current in 
the emission region of proton auroras (Section 5. 1.) . Since the westward electro jet 
scarcely shows any development during the growth phase, the concentrated east­
ward current cannot be explained by a return current of the westward electro jet. 
Other interpretation for this concentrated eastward current in the evening region 
during the growth phase are as follows (lIJIMA and NAGATA, 1971). 
I) An enhancement of eastward auroral-zone current in the bimodal DP 
current (DP 2) due to the increase in the ionospheric conductivity under the 
condition of the intensified dawn-dusk electric field in the magnetosphere (lIJIMA 
and NAGATA, 1970) . 
2) The appearance of additional concentrated eastward current, which is fed 
by the partial westward ring current in the dusk region of the magnetosphere 
through the field aligned currents due to the increase in the ionospheric conduc­
tivity (CUMMINGS et al., 1968 ; KAMIDE and FUKUSHIMA, 1972). 
It is not yet known which interpretaion is better for the concentrated east­
ward current during the growth phase. However, both mechanisms require an 
increase in the ionospheric conductivity. The location of the concentrated east­
ward current coincides with the location of the proton aurora belt, and in this 
region electron auroras are absent. Therefore, it is concluded that the increase 
in the ionospheric conductivity results from the proton precipitation. Using the 
ionization rates calculated by EATHER and BuRRows (1966) and corrected by 
EATHER (1967 b), the ionospheric conductivity can be estimated. If the initial 
energy spectrum is represented by a power-law function of E-2 and the total 
flux between I kev and 1,000 kev is assumed to be I07/cm 2 sec ster, which is 
required to excite about 50 R of Hp emission, the maximum density of the second­
ary electrons is 6.0 x I04/cm 3 at 105 km and the integrated electron density per 
unit cross-section in the dynamo region between 90 and 120 km is 1.4 x 1011/cm 2 • 
The subsequent height-integrated Hall and Cowling conductivities are approx­
imately 5 and 15 mho, respectively. Assuming that the width of the proton 
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precipitation zone is 5° and the intensity of the electric field is 10 m V /m, the 
total Cowling current is 7.8 x 104 amperes. On the ground beneath this eastward 
Cowling current, the induced positive variation of the geomagnetic H component 
is about 160r. The estimated value of the positive H variation seems to be sufficient 
for the explanation of the observed positive bays in the evening hours. 
7 .3. Generation mechanism of the proton and electron aurora beakup 
At the onset of the expansion phase of a magnetospheric substorm, the breakup­
type electron aurora (quiet arcs) lying on the pole-side of the trapping boundary 
in the pre-midnight region rapidly expands poleward and westward with a sudden 
brightening, whereas the breakup-type proton a�rora located on the pole-side of 
the trapping boundary in the post-midnight region expands poleward and east­
ward (Section 6. 3.). In Section 7. 1 ., it is indicated that the breakup-type proton 
and electron auroras are thought to be excited by plasma sheet protons and 
electrons which are accelerated towards the atmosphere due to the downward 
and upward electric fields along the geomagnetic field lines, respectively. This 
electrostatic acceleration can be explained by the growth of an anomalous resis­
tivity along the magnetic field lines (FALTHAMMAR, 1969; AKASOFU, 1969; REME 
and BosQ_UED, 1971). Mechanisms of an anomalous resistivity were given by SWIFT 
(1965), OssAKOW (1968), and KINDEL and KENNEL (1971). SWIFT (1965) and 
OssAKOW (1968) attributed an anomalous resistivity to an unstable growth of the 
ion acoustic wave by field-aligned currents. KINDEL and KENNEL (1971)  showed 
that the electrostatic ion cyclotron wave is more unstable under small field-aligned 
currents than the ion acoustic wave, for a wide range of Te/Ti. 
If the dawn-dusk electric field in the magnetosphere is intensified during the 
course of the growth phase, Pedersen and Hall currents in the ionosphere become 
strong due to the coupling between the magnetosphere and the ionosphere through 
the high conductivity along the field lines. This ionospheric current is connected 
with the magnetospheric current through the field-aligned current, because the 
ionospheric current has a nonzero divergence (the growth of the Hall current in 
the ionoshere is observed as a development of the bimodal DP field, Section 4. 1 .) .  
The direction of the field-aligned current is from the magnetosphere to the 
ionosphere in the midnight to morning region, and opposite in the evening to 
midnight region. When the increasing field-aligned current exceeds a critical 
value, field-aligned anomalous resistivity grows due to the current-driven instability. 
The generated potential drop along the geomagnetic field lines accelerates pro­
tons and electrons towards the atmosphere in the morning and evening regions, 
respectively (Fig. 53). The ionospheric conductivities increase by the precipita­
tion of these accelerated protons and electrons, and the westward electrojet grows 
rapidly. The growth of the westward electrojet results in the intensification of 
the field-aligned current through the continuity of the current, contributing to 
the increase of the current-driven anomalous resistivity. As a result, the electrons 
and protons accelerate towards the atmosphere even more vigorously. That is, 
a positive feedback loop for the auroral breakup is constructed. This feedback 
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Fig. 53. Schematic diagram showing the breakup mechanism of the 
proton aurora in the post-midnight region and the electron 
aurora in the pre-midnight region, and the subsequent develop­
ment of the partial ring current due to the proton injection. 
system will continue to grow until the field-aligned conductivity becomes as low 
as the ionospheric conductivity in the electrojet. The magnitude of the Pedersen 
conductivity and the current density in the electrojet are approximately IQ-4mho/ 
m and IQ-6amp/m2 • Assuming that the height of the anomalous resistivity region 
is 1000 km, the maximum value of the generated potential difference along the 
field lines is approximately 10 kV. This magnitude is consistent with the values 
of 1-2 kV and 7 kV which were estimated from the anisotropic pitch-angle distri­
butions of the precipitating protons and electrons by R:f.:ME and BosQUED (1971) 
and WHALEN and McDIARMID (1972), respectively. 
A similar positive feedback mechanism for the auroral breakup event was 
presented by 0GUTI (1971). CORONITI and KENNEL (1972) also explained the equa­
torward polarization of the electric field in the ionosphere at the onset of the 
expansion phase by the growth of the current-driven anomalous resistivity in the 
north-south current sheet along the auroral oval. 
7.4. Dynamic behavior of the injected ring current protons and associated phenomena 
during the expansion phase of a magnetospheric substorm 
The precipitation of the plasma sheet protons and electrons results in the 
disappearance of the near-earth tail current. This feature is observed as a 
geomagnetic collapse near midnight (LEZNIAK and WINCKLER, 1970 ; McPHERRON 
et al., 1972). As the proton breakup event in the midnight to morning region 
causes the dissipation of plasma sheet protons into the atmosphere, it is 
reasonable that the disappearance of the ring current in this local-time region is 
observed after the onset of the expansion phase as indicated by AKASOFU (1968). 
The N-S oriented segments (MONTBRIAND, 197 1) appear in the region swept 
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by the leading edge of the expanding electron aurora bulge in the late evening 
to midnight region. Simultaneously with the appearance of the N-S segments, 
the equatorward-shifted proton aurora belt rapidly returns poleward with the 
increase in luminosity (Section 4. 2.). The rapid poleward recovery of the proton 
aurora belt is interpreted as the tailward drift of the trapped ring current pro­
tons due to the electric field induced by the geomagnetic collapse. The subsequent 
eastward polarization current near the edge of the plasma sheet is capable of 
feeding the westward electrojet by the coupling to the ionosphere through the 
field-aligned current (Fig. 53). 
In contrast to the rapid poleward recovery of the equatorward-shifted proton 
aurora belt near midnight after the passing of the traveling surge of the electron 
aurora, the proton aurora belt continues to move equatorward expanding in 
width in the evening region during the expansion phase. The spreading of 
latitudinal width of the proton aurora belt is better seen in the earlier local-time 
region, suggesting a radial diffusion of the westward-drifting protons. The pole­
ward recovery of the proton aurora belt begins in the recovery phase. Therefore, 
the intensified dawn-dusk electric field is thought to be present during the expan­
sion phase in the magnetosphere. 
The increase in luminosity of proton aurora after the onset of the expansion 
phase is thought to result from the injection of the protons accelerated by the 
collapse of the geomagnetic tail. The injection of plasma sheet protons and 
electrons into the trapping region near midnight has been observed by many 
workers (ARNOLDY and CHAN, 1969 ; PFITZER and WINCKLER, 1969 ; LEZNIAK and 
WINKLER, 1970 ; FRANK, 1970 ; AARSNES et al., 1970 ; DEFOREST and McILWAIN, 
1971). Injected protons and electrons drift westward and eastward during their 
precipitation into the atmosphere due to a pitch-angle diffusion. These precipi­
tating protons and electrons will excite the diffuse-type proton aurora in the 
evening region and the diffuse-type electron aurora in the morning region. 
Simultaneously with a large increase in luminosity of proton auroras and a 
spreading of the width of the proton aurora belt in the evening region, the asym­
metric partial ring current develops. The center of the partial ring current moves 
westward from the late evening to the afternoon region during the course of the 
expansion phase (PuDOVKIN et al., 1968 ; KAMIDE and FuKlrSHIMA, 1972 ; and in 
Section 5.1. of this paper). This feature is different from the behavior of the 
asymmetric partial ring current during the growth phase, i. e., in the growth 
phase, the center moves eastward from the early evening to the late evening 
region, or remains in the late evening region (Fig. 42). These results confirm 
that the source of both the diffuse-type proton aurora and the asymmetric partial 
ring current is the westward and also earthward drifting protons injected near 
midnight after the onset of the expansion phase. 
As to the loss mechanism of the ring current protons, CORNWALL et al. (1970, 
1971) put forward the idea of an ion cyclotron turbulent precipitation due to the 
coupling between the ring current protons and the plasmasphere, i. e., ring cur­
rent protons, which are unaffected by ion cyclotron waves outside the plasma-
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sphere, undergo strong turbulent diffusion just inside the plasmapause. EATHER 
and CAROVILLANO (1971) on the other hand calculated the lifetime of the ring 
current protons by using a theory by GENDRIN (1968) concerning the interaction 
between low energy protons and ion cyclotron waves. They found that a pitch­
angle diffusion is more efficient at higher L shells and for lower energy ring 
current protons, i. e., the ring current protons with lower energies precipitate 
more quickly at higher L shells outside the plasmasphere (Fig. 54). 
In Section 5. 2., it is indicated that the occurrence of the geomagnetic 
micropulsation IPDP event, which is thought to be generated by the ion cyclotron 
instability (HEACOCK, 1967 ; FuKUNISHI, 1969 ; SAITO, 1969 ; GULYEL 1MI et al., 1970 ; 
GENDRIN, 1970), is accompanied by the appearance of proton aurora and a large 
enhancement of cosmic noise absorption. (HEACOCK (1968) also observed a close 
correlation between IPDP event and cosmic noise absorption.) This relationship 
can be interpreted as a signature of proton precipitation into the atmosphere 
caused by ion cyclotron waves (IPDP event). However, the close relationship 
between proton auroras and IPDP events is not observed in all local-time regions. 
Proton auroras appear from the evening to the morning, whereas the occur­
rences of IPDP events are concentrated in the early evening region (Fig. 
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46). Moreover, proton auroras are not accompanied by a distinct increase m 
cosmic noise absorption when !PDP events are absent. Using the calculation 
result of EATHER and BURROWS (1966) corrected by EATHER (1967 b), the absorp­
tion of cosmic radio noise due to the proton precipitation can be estimated. If 
the initial energy spectrum is represented by a power-law function of E-2, with 
1 kevsEs l Mev and the total flux is assumed to be l07/cm2 sec ster, which is 
required to excite about 50 R of Hfl emission, the corresponding CNA increase is 
only 0.05 dB at 27.6 MHz. Therefore, it is natural that proton auroras are not 
usually accompanied by the enhancement of cosmic noise absorption. However, 
a large increase in CNA (0.1-1 dB at _30 MHz) during the !PDP event must be 
explained by an increase in the electron density in the ionosphere due to the 
ionization of precipitating protons, because of the absence of electron auroras. 
This suggests that the energy of protons generating IPDP events is fairly high. 
Assuming that the initial energy spectrum is E-1, with 1 kev sEs 1 Mev and the 
total flux is l 06/cm2 sec ster, the increase in cosmic noise absorption is about 0.2 
dB at 27. 6 MHz and the intensity of the excited Hfl emission is approximately 
30 R. Unfortunately, from the observation of Doppler shift in Hfl emissions, little 
information on the energy spectrum of precipitating protons during IPDP events 
can be obtained, because the Doppler shift in hydrogen emission lines is almost 
unchanged when the initial energy of protons exceeds 100 kev (CHAMBERLAIN, 
1961). 
The concentration of IPDP occurrences in the early evening region can be 
interpreted as a coupling between the plasmasphere bulge and the westward­
drifting protons as suggested by HEACOCK (1971). CHAPPELL et al. (1971) showed 
that the night-side plasmasphere is convected to lower L shells, whereas the outer­
most edge of the dayside plasmasphere and the bulge region are peeled off and 
convected sunward, following an enhanced convection during the magnetospheric 
substorm. Therefore, as a loss mechanism of high energy (� 50 kev) protons in­
jected near midnight after the onset of the expansion phase, it will be possible 
that the injected protons drift westward and enter the sunward-convecting bulge 
in the early evening sector, resulting in the generation of intense ion cyclotron 
waves (IPDP events) and their dissipation into the atmosphere. Precipitating 
high energy protons will excite proton auroras and cause cosmic noise absorption. 
On the other hand, low energy ( < 50 kev) protons injected near midnight are 
thought to drift westward gradually, precipitating into the atmosphere due to 
a pitch-angle diffusion mechanism proposed by EATHER and CAROVILLANO (1971) 
or other unknown loss mechanisms. 
In the evening region, the rapid equatorward expansion of the proton aurora 
belt with a large increase in luminosity during the expansion phase is accompanied 
by the development of a positive H bay. When the proton aurora belt moves 
equatorward over the zenith, the deviation of the geomagnetic Z component 
from the quiet time values changes from minus to plus (in the southern hemi­
sphere), suggesting the concentration of eastward current in the proton atrora belt 
(Section 5.1.). This close correlation between asymmetric partial ring current, 
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positive bay and proton aurora during the expansion phase indicates that a 
positive bay results from the additional concentrated eastward current which is 
fed by the partial ring current through the field-aligned current due to the 
increase in the ionospheric conductivity in the proton aurora belt (CUMMINGS et al., 
1968 ; KAMIDE and FUKUSHIMA, 1972). In Section 7. 2., it has already been 
indicated that the proton flux required to excite the observed Hp emission is suf­
ficient for the increase in the ionospheric conductivity. 
In contrast to the phenomena associated with the injection of protons in the 
evening region, the events associated with the electron injection are observed in 
the morning region, i. e., diffuse-type electron auroras instead of diffuse-type 
proton auroras, gradual negative bays instead of gradual positive bays, and VLF 
emissions in place of ULF emissions and so on. However, these phenomena as­
sociated with electron injection will not be discussed in this paper (cf. HIRASAWA 
and NAGATA, 1972). 
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8. Conclusions 
Concerning the constitution of proton aurora and electron aurora substorms 
and the generation mechanism of a magnetospheric substorm, the following con­
clusions are obtained. 
8.1. Quiet phase 
1) The emission zone of diffuse-type proton auroras (proton aurora belt) is 
present with a fairly constant luminosity from the evening to the morning. The 
source of the diffuse-type proton aurora is thought to be quiet-time ring current 
protons. 
2) The location of the proton aurora belt is situated equatorward of the 
breakup-type electron auroras in the evening to midnight region, and it is 
superimposed on the emission zone of the diffuse-type electron auroras after 
midnight. 
8.2. Growth phase 
1) The proton aurora belt and the quiet arcs lying poleward of it continue 
to move eq uatorward during the growth phase. The speed of the eq uatorward 
movement of the proton aurora belt strongly depends on the geomagnetic local 
time with a maximum value of 250 m/sec in the late evening region. This auroral 
movement will reflect the earthward movement of the ring current protons due 
to the intensification of the magnetospheric convection. 
2) The equatorward movement of the proton aurora belt is accompanied by 
the growth of an asymmetric ring current, which has its maximum intensity in 
the late evening region. The asymmetric development of the ring current can 
be explained by the most effective energization of ring current protons in this 
region through the betatron and Fermi acceleration processes during their earth­
ward movement, because the 'speed of the equatorward movement of the proton 
aurora belt is fastest in the evening hours, which suggests that the earthward 
displacement of the ring current protons is maximum in this local-time region. 
3) When the proton aurora belt moves equatorward over the zenith of Syowa 
Station accompanying the development of the positive H bay, the deviation of 
the geomagnetic Z component from the quiet time values changes from minus to 
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plus (in the southern hemisphere), suggesting the concentration of the eastward 
current in the proton aurora belt. It is indicated that the increase in the 
ionospheric conductivity due to the precipitating protons required to excite the 
observed proton aurora luminosity is sufficient for the concentration of the east­
ward current. 
8.3. Expansion phase 
1) The quiet arcs suddenly brighten in the pre-midnight reg10n, and the 
electron aurora bulge rapidly expands poleward and westward. Proton auroras 
are absent in the leading edge of the expanding bulge, whereas in the post­
midnight region, the proton auroras suddenly brighten at the onset of the expan­
sion phase, and the emission zone of the proton auroras rapidly expands pole­
ward and eastward. In the expanding proton aurora bulge, breakup-type electron 
auroras (arcs or bands) are not observed. It is suggested that there is a mecha­
nism which accelerates protons along the geomanetic field lines from the magne­
tosphere down to the ionosphere in the post-midnight region and electrons in the 
pre-midnight region through the current-driven anomalous resistivity, and the 
auroral breakup event takes place when a positive feedback system is formed, as 
a result of the growth of field-aligned currents in the above mechanism. 
2) In the region swept by the leading edge of the expanding electron aurora 
bulge, the equatorward-shifted proton aurora belt returns poleward. This rapid 
poleward recovery is interpreted as the tailward drift of the ring current protons 
due to the electric field induced by the geomagnetic collapse near midnight. 
3) In the evening region, the luminosity of the proton aurora greatly increases 
and simultaneously the emission zone expands equatorward sometime after the 
onset of the expansion phase. The latitudinal width of the expanding proton 
aurora belt becomes wider in the earlier local-time region. These features can 
be explained by an injection of protons into the trapping region due to the 
magnetic collapse in the tail, and the subsequent westward and earthward drift. 
4) The large increase in the proton aurora luminosity in the evening region 
is also accompanied by a development of the partial ring current in this local­
time region. The center of the partial ring current moves westward from the 
late evening to the early evening, suggesting the westward drift of the injected 
ring current protons. Simultaneously with the development of the partial ring 
current, a positive H bay grows, and the deviation of the geomagnetic Z com­
ponent from the quiet time values changes from min us to pl us when the proton 
aurora belt shifts equatorward over the zenith of Syowa Station. From this 
relationship, a positive bay is thought to result from the appearance of the ad­
ditional concentrated eastward current, which is fed by the partial ring current 
through the field-aligned currents due to an enhancement of the ionospheric 
conductivity by the proton precipitation. 
5) In the early evening region, the occurrence of an IPDP event is simul­
taneously accompanied by the appearance of proton aurora and the increase in 
cosmic noise absorption. This observational fact indicates that the high energy 
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(:2:  50 kev) protons injected near midnight drift westward and enter the sunward­
convecting bulge of the plasmasphere at the early evening region, resulting in the 
generation of intense ion cyclotron waves (IPDP events) and the precipitation of 
protons into the ionosphere. 
6) In the midnight to. morning region, diffuse-type electron auroras (diffuse 
patches or rays) appear equatorward of the proton aurora belt or superimposed 
on the proton aurora, and they move equatorward and eastward. The source of 
these diffuse-type electron auroras is thought to be the eastward-drifting electrons 
injected into the trapping region due to the geomagnetic collapse in the plasma 
sheet. 
8.4. Recovery phase 
I) The poleward and westward expansion of the electron aurora bulge stops, 
and the equatorward-shifted and expanded proton aurora belt in the evening 
region contracts poleward. This is explained by the decay of the magnetospheric 
convection and the dissipation of the enhanced ring current protons. 
2) In the morning region, diffuse type electron auroras continue to be pre­
sent superimposed on the proton auroras, or equatorward of the proton aurora 
belt. 
Observation of the proton aurora substorm using the meridian-scanning 
photometric system with a high time resolution presented much useful informa­
tion on the generation mechanism of the magnetospheric substorm. Especially, 
the proton aurora is shown to be utilized as a probe of the magnetospheric con­
vection during the growth phase. It is also suggested that the observation of 
proton auroras is vital for the study of the breakup mechanism of a substorm. 
In this respect, simultaneous observations of the rapid dynamic behavior patterns 
of proton auroras and electron auroras at several stations in the polar region 
should yield more significant information. 
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